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All images taken by Robert Reeves
through the Sky-Watcher 180mm
Maksutov with a Celestron Skyris 236M
camera 

F
or the past several months I have
been using a new telescope for
my lunar photography.  After

giving the scope a shakedown over
several lunar cycles, I have to say that
the Sky-Watcher 180mm Maksutov
has to be one of the best kept secrets in
planetary imaging.  The Maksutov
design is an F/15 system with a result-
ing 2700mm focal length, thus the tel-
escope is primarily a solar system
instrument.  Also for the past month I
have been using Celestron’s new
Skyris 236M planetary camera with
the Sky-Watcher Mak for my lunar
imaging.   I have been a lunar photog-
rapher for more than 50 years and I

continue to be amazed by the results I
am getting through the Sky-Watcher
180mm Mak with the Skyris 236M
camera.  The images pop with detail
and contrast that scream “large expen-
sive telescope”.  When I look at the
images, I have to remind myself they
were taken with a very affordable
seven-inch telescope!  

The first thing I noticed when shooting
through the Sky-Watcher Mak was a
boost in image contrast.  For the past
40 years I used Schmidt-Cassegrain
telescopes for my lunar shots.  During
that time I have heard anecdotally that
Maksutov telescopes provide higher
image contrast.  I can now personally
confirm that!  The jump in image con-
trast forced me to alter my image pro-
cessing workflow from that previously

used with images taken though an
SCT.  I find that with the Mak, I no
longer need to perform some of the
wavelet image sharpening steps in
RegiStax.

The Sky-Watcher Maksutov is a phys-
ically attractive telescope with a star-
speckled black tube that contrasts with
the white accents of the mirror and
corrector plate supports.  I am also
impressed with the mechanically solid
feel of the Sky-Watcher 180mm Mak.
The tube is slightly narrower and a lit-
tle longer than a common 8-inch SCT,
but it has the feel of a tough little
instrument that is not overly delicate.
The 180mm Mak comes standard with
a 2-inch diagonal and a 28mm eye-
piece.  The telescope tailpiece has the
industry standard threads used by both

Sky-Watcher and Skyris, a Powerful and
Affordable Duo for Planetary Imaging

Robert Reeves

The Sky-Watcher 180mm F/15 Maksutov is a physically beautiful telescope that is an outstanding performer for
viewing and imaging solar system objects. The Sky-Watcher Mak attaches to any mount capable of carrying a 8-
inch SCT.  If the attached Sky-Watcher dovetail bar is incompatible with your mount, simply bolt your bar direct-
ly to the Sky-Watcher bar.  For best imaging results when using a Barlow, an aftermarket Crayford slow motion
focuser simplifies the camera focusing process. 
Right: This view is dominated by the grand craters Langrenus at top and Petavius at bottom.  Both craters are
fresher and brighter than nearby Vendelinus and display strikingly bright rims in sunset illumination.  The low
sun accentuates the clockface riles within Petavius which seem to perpetually show “20 minutes to 12”..
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Celestron and Meade Schmidt-
Cassegrain telescopes, so all imaging
accessories that universally fit these
brands will also work on the Sky-
Watcher.  The 8 X 50 straight through
finder provides a clear and contrasty
view with well-focused crosshairs.

Like the familiar SCT telescope, the
Sky-Watcher Mak focuses by moving
the primary mirror.  The focuser is
smooth and responsive with no back-
lash and is adequate for imaging at
“prime focus”.  If I use a 1.5X Barlow
with the Sky-Watcher, pushing it to
about 4000mm focal length at F/23, I
find it best to add an aftermarket
Crayford focuser with slow motion

controls to get the best performance.
Another plus with the Maksutov is not
an actual feature, but an effect created
by the telescope’s optical design.  The
Maksutov corrector plate is much
thicker and heavier than a Schmidt-
Cassegrain corrector.  The thicker glass
retains heat longer and thus the Mak is
more dew resistant than an SCT.  With
the Sky-Watcher 180mm Mak I have
been able to continue imaging long past
the point where my SCT correctors
would have fogged.

As much as I like the performance of
the Sky-Watcher 180mm Mak, I do
have two minor quibbles about the
scope.  The first is that the tube’s black

finish, as visually beautiful as it is,
requires that the scope be kept out of
the sun for several hours before sunset
or the scope becomes quite hot and
takes a while to cool and reach thermal
stability.  However, I think the Sky-
Watcher is such a pretty scope that I
live with this facet and simply keep it
covered until sundown.  My second
minor grump is the Mak’s finder brack-
et seems to be installed “backward”.  If
the finder’s dovetail mount screw is
loose while the telescope is aimed
upward, the finder will slide out and
fall.  The bracket should be turned
around so it is failsafe when the scope
is aimed upward.

Left: The sunset shadows across Mare Crisium reveals the entire ring of wrinkle ridges that circle the mare just
offshore.  Shadowed Dorsum Oppel lies on the western side and brightly lit Dorsum Tetyaev and Dorsum Harker
on the eastern side.  The two largest craters within Crisium, Pierce at top and Picard at bottom, are almost lost
on the empty plains.  The spray of spiderweb like rays across western Crisium come from Proclus, the brilliant
overexposed crater at image center left edge.
Right: The lunar strongman, Hercules on the left and Atlas on the right, present two different crater appear-
ances.  Hercules is a traditional lava flooded crater while Atlas presents the “oatmeal cookie” pattern on its
floor indicative of a floor-fractured crater that was modified by volcanic uplift.  To the upper right of the strong-
man lies dark lava-flooded Endynion.
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The Sky-Watcher 180mm Mak is sold
as an optical tube only.  It comes with
an attached dovetail bar.  If the bar is
incompatible with your mount, simply
bolt a compatible bar onto the Sky-
Watcher bar using the available pre-
drilled threaded holes in the Sky-
Watcher bar.  Both metric and standard
holes are pre-tapped.  Any mounts that
carry a standard 8-inch SCT will easi-
ly carry the Sky-Watcher 180mm Mak.
If you have to attach another dovetail
bar that does not line up with the holes
in the Sky-Watcher bar, as happened to
me, I’ll let you in on a secret that is not
in the non-existent Sky-Watcher Mak

user’s manual.  Yes, I am being face-
tious, but the telescope is so simple to
use that a user manual is not necessary.
However, if you need to remove the
attached dovetail bar by unthreading
two 3-millimeter allen screws, you
must first remove the corrector plate
because the internal screw anchors are
not captive, they will drop loose inside
the tube.  Before removing the correc-
tor cell, place tabs of tape on the tube
and cell edge so they will be properly
aligned when reassembled.  The cor-
rector cell comes off by removing four
2.5mm allen screws around its rim and
gently pulling the cell free from the

tube.  Beware that the corrector is
deceptively heavy.  Don’t let it get
away from you!  After modifying the
dovetail bar, slide the corrector cell
back in place, aligning the tape tabs,
and tighten the four screws while
exerting slight pressure to seat the cell
onto the tube.

Prior to removing the corrector cell on
my Sky-Watcher Mak, I verified the
collimation was good by using a
Hotech Advanced CT laser collimator.
I was impressed that after reassem-
bling the corrector cell, the collimation
was still spot on.

Left: At lower center are the deeply shadowed craters Aristoteles and Eudoxus.  The rim of Aristoteles, the larg-
er of the two, is obviously not of equal height across its western side as the shadow within the crater floor has
a curious double hump that allows the setting sun to linger a little longer on the central peak.  At the upper left
lies the ruined distinctly square crater W. Bond.
Right: The triple craters at upper left are flat floored Ptolemaues at top, previously volcanically active
Alphonsus at middle, and floor fractured Arzachel at bottom.  Within Alphonsus seven dark ash deposits can be
seen around the crater’s rim and floor.  At the upper right we see Hipparchus at top and Albategnius just below
it, looking like fraternal twins of nearby Ptolemaeus and Alphonsus.  To the south we also see heavily ruined
Purback at lower left, unusually well defined Werner at bottom center, and equally round Aliacensis with its
debris filled floor at lower right.



In a nutshell, as an experienced lunar
imager I am truly impressed with
“feel” and performance of the Sky-
Watcher 180mm Maksutov, and with a
$1275 price tag, I consider it a bargain.  

Now I’ll tell you about the other half
of my lunar imaging setup.  Celestron
has added a new model to their vener-
able line of Skyris solar system imag-
ing cameras.  The Skyris 236M (mono-
chrome) and 236C (color) versions
expand the celestial imaging industry’s
shift to CMOS sensors.  Being a lunar
photographer, I use the Skyris 236M
because the Moon is basically a black

and white target.  I find the 236M is
both more sensitive and produces less
image noise than the previous Skyris
CMOS camera.  The 236 retains the
same heat-dissipating ribbed alu-
minum case as previous versions of the
Skyris.  The camera’s 3.6 ounce mass
is lighter than most eyepieces and cre-
ates no telescope balance issues.  Like
previous Skyris cameras, the 236 is
powered entirely through the USB3
cable.

All Skris cameras lack a threaded hole
in their base where a safety lanyard
can be attached.  However, the thread-

ed lock screws on the camera end con-
nector of the robust USB3 cable are
more than capable of supporting the
Skyris in case it slips out of the
focuser.  The trick is loop the USB
cable over the telescope finder to sup-
port the camera in case it does slip
from the focuser.

The Skyris 236 uses the Sony EXMOR
IMX236LQJ sensor.  As with other
Skyris cameras, the camera’s model
number mirrors the numerical designa-
tion of the sensor used.  The 236 model
Skyris has 2.8 micron square pixels,
resulting in 33% higher image magni-
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Left: Near the middle of the Moon's visible disk we see many examples of rilles, or channels across the face of
the Moon.   At the upper left are the tangled Triesnecker rilles.  Just east of the Triesneckers, we see the gull
wing pattern of the linear Hyginus Rilles. The most prominent in this view are the Ariadaeus Rilles at image
center.  Looking like a slash from a sword fight, the Ariadeaus Rilles are actually a feature called a graben, or
slumping land between parallel faults. Within the twilight shadows along the eastern shore of Mare
Tranquilitatis we see the Sosigines rille above the termination of Ariadaeus and the Ritter rile below.
Right: The topographic elevation of this view is above the lunar average “sea level” and the Moon's early vol-
canism did not deposit vast areas of basalt in this region. At the upper left we see the unusually well defined
crater Werner.  This area is so jammed with craters, many of similar size, that it is difficult to single out “land-
mark” craters.  The best known other craters in this view are Stofler and Maurolycus, the largest craters seen
side by side just below image center.  These two large craters have been overlain by subsequent impacts that
modified their form as well as peppered the surrounding region with wall-to-wall craters.
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fication over the 3.75 micron pixels in
the Skyris 132 when used on the same
optical system.  The new camera has a
1200 X 1920 pixel array on a 5.44 X
3.42 mm sensor size, which takes a lit-
tle getting used due to the 236’s elon-
gated image format.  The Skyris 132’s
output is proportional to the 8 x 10 inch
print format while the new Skyris 236
output is closer to a 5 X 7.

High sensitivity and low image noise
are valuable assets when imaging the
dim lunar terminator at long focal
lengths.  The Skyris 236 possesses
these characteristics and produces
amazingly smooth images.   At F/15
along the quarter moon terminator,
shutter speeds average three to five
milliseconds with the gain set at mid
range.  The camera is capable of expo-
sures as brief as 1/10000 of a second
and as long as 10 seconds, and it can be
used as an autoguider with PhD
Guiding software.

The frame rate with the Skyris 236 is
fast, up to 60 full frames per second
with a USB3 connection.  The camera
is backward compatible to USB2,
though at only 15 full frames per sec-
ond with the slower connection.  With
ROI, or “region of interest” cropping to
a small frame size more suited to plan-
ets, and a USB3 connection, the camera
is capable of up to 200 frames per sec-
ond.  Of course, such a high frame rate
is possible only if the shutter speed is
faster than the reciprocal of the frame
rate.  That is, if imaging at 200 frames
per second, the shutter speed cannot be
longer than 1/200th of a second.

CMOS sensors use what is known as a
“rolling shutter”, that is, the image is
exposed scan line by scan line from one
side of the frame to the other.  This con-
trasts with CCDs where all pixels
exposed at once and the image is
frozen.  As long as the telescope is
steady and not shaking in a strong
wind, I have never had a problem with
images produced by a CMOS rolling
shutter.

The Skyris 236M monochrome version
lacks a filter in front of the CMOS sen-
sor, thus it is sensitive to IR wave-
lengths.  Since IR wavelengths focus
on a different plane than visible light, it
is recommended that an IR filter be

used with the 236M camera.  The
industry standard 1 ¼-inch filters
thread directly into the Skyris nose-
piece and double as a sensor dust
shield. 

The Skyris’ electronics creates images
with a 12-bit A/D conversion.  When
several hundred images are stacked in
one of the popular image stacking soft-
ware suites, effective bit depth is
increased further.  This allows plenty of
latitude for stretching a shadowed area
along the lunar terminator or dimming
a saturated highlight.

The use of CMOS sensors in today’s
planetary cameras is a win-win situa-
tion for those who like to image both
the Moon and smaller planetary targets.
CMOS sensors like the one used in the
Skyris 236 are competitive with CCD
sensors in sensitivity and low image
noise and CMOS are less costly, giving
us superior cameras at affordable
prices.  Moon photographers use the
full field of view when capturing wide
lunar vistas, but planetary CMOS cam-
era users employing “region of inter-
est” cropping also enjoy dramatically
increased frame rates, something CCD
sensors cannot do.

So what is the bottom line?  I believe
the combination of Sky-Watcher
180mm Maksutov telescope and Skyris
236 camera is a powerful system offer-
ing outstanding planetary imaging per-
formance at an affordable price.  The
Skyris 236 suggested retail price of
$479.95, when combined with the Sky-
Watcher 180mm Maksutov, produces a
sub-$2000 planetary imaging system
that outperforms what large profession-
al observatories could do several
decades ago.  Indeed, the Sky-
Watcher/Skyris combination produces
images that look like the product of a
much larger telescope.  Like I said
before, I have to constantly remind
myself that the amazing results came
from a 7-inch telescope!   I highly rec-
ommend the Sky-Watcher Maksutov
and the Skris 236 camera to anyone
who has a passion for the Moon and
planets and is looking for an affordable
imaging system that can produce
results that would please even seasoned
planetary astronomers. 

His Eminence, Professor, Doctor
Nervo Shatterini, wishes all a joyous
and astronomically productive
Summer to his quizophiles. 

(1) What is Absolute Zero? 

(2) To what does the Hawking Effect

relate? 

(3) How many stars are involved in a

periastron? 

(4) If a star was "blue shifted" where

would it be going relative to Earth? 

(5) Which star is used as the standard

for Magnitude 0 

(6) Which is the brightest

Constellation in the sky? 

(7) Which Constellation is related to

the Golden Fleece? 

(8) How many stars are in the SAO

Catalog? 

(9) When is a Full Moon not visible

from the South Pole? 

(10) Who discovered in 1650 that

Mizar had a telescopic companion

star? 

(12) What is the approximate diameter

of the Milky Way galaxy? 

(13) How many eyes did the mythical

Argus have? 

(14) Who is currently the Patron Saint

of Australia? 

(15) How long does it take light to

reach us from the Sun? 

(16) Which Observatory burnt down

near Canberra? 

(17) Which volcano is used for astron-

omy? 

(18) Which Australian has discovered

the most comets visually? 

(19) In which Constellation is Merak? 

(20) Which constellation is between

Dorado and Tucana? 

Answers on Page 23






